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Filters 2-9 stops Freewell True Color VND Mist for DJI Mavic

Freewell True Color VND Mist set of 2-9 stop filters for DJI Mavic 3 Classic
Designed for the DJI Mavic 3 Classic drones, the True Color Variable ND 2-5 Stop and ND 6-9 Stop filters from the Mist Edition series help
reduce sharpness for a more cinematic effect to your photos. The VND filters provide exposure reduction from 2 to 9 stops, allowing you
to use wider aperture settings for  shallower depth of  field or  motion blur.  Thanks to True Color  technology,  these filters render colors
faithfully  while  resisting  dust,  scratches  and  greasy  stains.  What's  more,  they  are  extremely  lightweight  and  don't  interfere  with  the
drone's flight dynamics.
 
Protective coating
Made of the highest quality materials, the filters have a special protective coating that does not affect the color optics of the materials
created. The filters are therefore resistant to dust and scratches, as well as fingerprints and the formation of greasy stains, so keeping
them clean is no problem. At the same time, they provide the best image quality and allow you to maintain neutral image colors. Your
photos will be stunning!
 
Included
Filters
case
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	Manufacturer
	Freewell
	Model
	FW-M3C-VNDXMIST
	Compatibility
	DJI Mavic 3 Classic
	Filter type
	ND 2-5 Stop ; ND 6-9 Stop
	Optical coatings
	Dustproof, scratch resistant, oil resistant

Preço:

Antes: € 65.0055

Agora: € 61.50
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